
I think, 2G is better than 2002G 

I apologize for publically criticizing our 

political parties and its leaders (otherwise I 

will be killed by group of unidentifiable 

persons) who have been striving with 

dedication and devotion for well being of 

their family. Sorry, sorry… welfare of 

people of India. Prevailing political scenario 

in India induced me to write this article, to 

uphold and strengthen our country’s secular 

fabric and reinforce the secular values of my 

fellow Indian citizens. India’s secular and 

democratic architecture is hanging under fire 

since RSS-controlled BJP announced 

corporate and autocratic political leader Mr 

Narendra Modi as its prime ministerial 

candidate, particularly after recent 

announcement of results of assembly 

elections, in which popular opinion is in 

favour of BJP over Congress. On the one 

hand Congress had lost the power to BJP in 

Rajasthan, while on the other hand it failed 

to capture power from BJP in Madhya 

Pradesh and Chhattisgarh. In case of Delhi 

people virtually neglected congress as a 

national party. The only silver line is 

Mizoram where it retained power.  

I accept along with my fellow Indians that 

congress led UPA I and UPA II are the 

breeding grounds for some of the high-

profile corruption in Independent India.  But 

what warrants people to handover the 

governance of the multi-religious nation to 

saffron party of BJP, specifically NAMO 

who provided ‘spectator leadership’ to 2002 

Gujarat communal riots which deepened and 

broadened the bloodbath divide (between 

Hindus and Muslims) made by L.K Advani 

supervised Babri Masjid demolition in 1992.    

I acknowledge along with you that some of 

the policies and actions of Congress led 

UPA puts unbearable burden on common 

man who earns not more than hand to 

mouth. But seeking Good Governance from 

communal BJP is cancerous to unity and 

integrity of our India.  

History has already taught lesson that 

grouping people on religious line goes 

against the co-existence of different 

religious community and the very sprit of 

democratic governance. Yes, already we 

amputated our Bharat Mata’s both left 

(erstwhile West Pakistan, now Pakistan) and 

right hands (erstwhile East Pakistan, now 

Bangladesh) to the narrow-minded 

communalism. Apart from this 

communalism forced us to fought three 

major wars with Pakistan which in-turn not 

only made thousands of widows and 

hundreds of orphanages but also much 

delayed our socio-economic progress. In 

another case, Pakistan which proudly 

aligned religion with politics is now paying 

heavy dividend – terrorism, subjugation of 

democratic institutions to military 

establishment  and even earned name of 

‘terror religion’ for  peace-loving religion of 

Islam.  

After all someone asked me whether the ill 

effects of communalism (sowed in British 

India in first half of twentieth century) came 

to end with the above said tragedies. The 

answer is big no. Yes, communalism still 

eagerly waiting to behead and suck hot 

blood of millions of people from both 

countries in coming years – recall the 

presently prevailing hostility between India 

and Pakistan.  



I admire and recognise that aspiration of 

India citizen for betterment in their life is 

fair and natural, but it is not at the cost of 

territorial integrity of India. The remedy 

should not be worse than disease. That’s 

why I think, 2G is better than 2002G 

(symbolizes 2002 Gujarat communal riots). 

We have no better alternative to ‘corrupt’ 

congress. That’s why I decided to prefer 

snail-paced development under ‘corrupt’ 

congress than further blood-bath partition 

under ‘communal’ BJP who believes in 

‘divide and rule policy’- remember BJP’s 

support for smaller states.  

I assure that given the character of Mr Modi 

- attachment to particular religion and 

detachment from many religions - he would 

have been Prime Minister of Islamic state of 

Pakistan, if he had born in Pakistan as 

Musalman.  Unfortunately he is ‘son’ of 

traditionally multi-religious state of India 

and aspired to represent 1.2 billion plus 

secular citizens. Then certainly his 

aspiration is utopian in nature. But I have 

sweet alternative for NAMO. Given his 

extreme faith in Hindutva ideology 

(remember his refusal to wear even 'skull 

cap' offered by a Muslim cleric during his 

'Sadbhavana' rally in 2011), capacity to 

deliver eloquent and persuasive speech and 

autocratic style of leadership he may try for 

the office of Sarsanghchalaks (president) of 

RSS. I am sure that Mr Mohan Bhagwat will 

definitely loose the race.  

However, it should be mentioned here that I 

like and even admired by the oratory and 

tenacity (to succeed) of Mr Modi and intra-

party democracy of BJP. But these traits are 

not at all enough to rule the traditionally 

multi-religious, multi-linguistic, multi-

cultural, and multi-ethnic society of our 

Bharat.  

In nutshell, I want my ‘ruler’ should possess 

mentality and ideology to provide Good 

Governance to all sections of Indian society 

without any discrimination and prejudice to 

any particular community. And so I 

advocate Indian electorate to exercise their 

franchise (in forthcoming 2014 general 

election) in a manner that communal forces 

should not assume the power at centre.  

I also want to inform our political leaders 

(otherwise I will be murdered by group of 

unidentifiable persons), that it’s because this 

article goes in favour of ‘corrupt’ congress 

or goes against ‘communal’ BJP don’t 

misconceive me as propagandist of congress 

and critic of BJP. The fact is that I am not 

affiliated to any political parties which 

actually form very foundation for our 

democratic political system.  

Then who am I? …An empowered common 

man of our secular India.  
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